
MATERIAL AND METHODS: The flexor digitorum profundus tendons
of 40 porcine forelimbs were repaired. The biomechanical analysis was
carried out in a universal testing machine applying a constant speed.
Tenotomy gap, the force applied and the rupture point were analysed.
RESULTS: The ultimate tensile strength, and 4 and 6 mm gap strength
were significantly higher with the new technique compared with the
conventional 4-strand cruciate technique.
CONCLUSIONS: The new technique is a higher provider of repair
strength during early active mobilization when compared with the con-
ventional 4-strand cruciate technique. These findings suggest that this
new suture can be considered a biomechanically favourable technique
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termine the adequacy of each administered antibiotic.
RESULTS: Cultures were performed in 76.1% of the cases, with a greater
tendency to cultivate in older patients, men or with greater severity
according to TIG18 (p< 0.001). Cultured patients had a higher rate of

postoperative complications (p¼ 0.001). Patients who received ade-
quate empirical antibiotic therapy had a lower rate of complications
(50% vs 64%;p¼0.037) and lower mortality (2.8% vs 11.8%;p¼0.003) com-
pared to patients with resistant germs to the antibiotic therapy given,
especially important in severe ACC (3.7% vs 15.7%;p¼0.022).
CONCLUSIONS: Adequate empirical antibiotic therapy is associated
with fewer complications, as well as a lower mortality rate, especially
in severe ACCs. Patients with severe ACC will probably require empiri-
cal broad-spectrum antibiotic coverage.
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INTRODUCTION: The pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus has
led to an unprecedented situation, with population lockdowns, conges-
tion of healthcare resources, cancellation of scheduled surgical activity,
fear of contagion, and delays in patient care. The objective of this study
was to analyze its impact on pediatric surgical activity at a reference
healthcare facility.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: A comparative study of activity in the pe-
diatric surgery environment at a Spanish reference healthcare facility
was carried out. It included outpatient consultations, scheduled surger-
ies, and activity at the emergency department during the lockdown pe-
riod in Spain (March-May 2020) vs. the same 2019 period. Number of
consultations and surgeries, type of surgery performed and/or can-
celled, and stage of the pathologies treated were collected.
RESULTS: A 98% decrease in scheduled surgeries, an 84% decrease in
healthcare burden from the pediatric emergency department, a 55.24%
decrease in urgent surgeries, an 82% decrease in outpatient activity at
external consultations, and a 94% decrease in inter-hospital referrals,
along with a 66% increase in urgent pathology severity, were found.
CONCLUSIONS: The COVID-19 pandemic cancelled virtually all pediat-
ric surgery activity, which caused treatment delays in severe patholo-
gies and increased morbidity in regular urgent procedures.

with the surgical results.
CONCLUSIONS: There are currently very few published studies regard-
ing this surgical option.
We believe that our series is the first pediatric series to be collected, al-
though it is very limited. However, the results obtained to date, in
global terms, are encouraging.
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